
Executive Function & Social-emotional cards for Newborn-12 months

Executive function skills begin to develop when we are born. These skills, like motor and sensory processing, develop

with input from the environment. Throughout life, we develop these skills by participating in our environment. The

brain changes and makes new connections when facing novel or unfamiliar experiences. New experiences promote

problem-solving skills and growth.

Providing input that promotes neural connections is essential when we engage infants and children.

Infants (0 to 5 months) are engaged to promote motor learning, attention, and social interaction.

Appropriate attachment to caregivers lays a good foundation for infants to develop other EF skills.

Those other EF skills develop after six months and rely on a good foundation of working memory,

mental flexibility, and self-control. Parents and caregivers can engage children six months and older in games and

interactions that enhance all EF skills; attention, self-awareness, initiation, mental flexibility, self-control,

self-monitoring, working memory, organization, planning, time management, and goal-directed persistence.

These cards are a simple guide to activities that you can do with your baby. The activities included promoting

foundational cognitive skills in attention, self-control, working memory, and mental flexibility for the first six

months. After six months, as you continue to engage your baby, you build on foundational skills, fueling thinking

and doing/execution skills.
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Skills you teach baby from birth to 6 months - social interaction, attention, working memory, self-control, and mental
flexibility
*Self-awareness - develops fully during the toddler years. When toddlers hold a mirror, they realize that the
reflection is their face or body.

BOUNCING BABIES
Newborn - 2 months

Have a consistent routine, if possible

Soothe your baby when they are upset

Respond to your baby's cries and needs without emotional upset

Present black and white objects 8-10 inches away from the face

Play soft, calming music when your baby is in a quiet, alert state

Dance with your baby

Talk and use facial expressions. Mimic their expressions

Sing along to music or sing to baby

Touch or hold your baby to promote their tactile sense and body awareness

Read books to your baby

Use various rattles and toys (puppets) that the baby can track to promote visual tracking.

Smile at your baby

When doing various things around the house, position the baby where they can see you moving around.

Play with baby during bath time

Make deliberate eye contact.

Make different soft or fun sounds to the baby when playing - cooing. Always pause and allow the baby to reciprocate with a smile,

facial expression, etc.

Cuddles, kisses, and lots of hugs are important for bonding and helping the baby feel loved, safe, and protected.
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3 months - 4 months
Maintain routines and family habits if possible

Play soft, calming music when your baby is in a quiet, alert state

Dance with your baby

Talk and use facial expressions. Mimic their expressions

Sing along to music or sing to baby

Touch or hold your baby to promote their tactile sense and body awareness

Smile - social interaction

When cooking, position the baby in a place where they can see you moving around

Play with baby during bath time

Make different sounds - cooing, babbling and allow the baby to reciprocate

New activities

Present toys that they can bat or rattles to hold

Present a mirror during play

Introduce and read to them colorful board or fabric books

Introduce toys that have green, red, blue

Let siblings play with the baby with supervision

Begin playing games like peek-a-boo

Give baby rattles to hold

Action songs that incorporate lots of sounds or noises

Present toys that the baby can touch with their hands and feet
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5 months - 6 months
Maintain routines and family habits if possible

Play soft, calming music when your baby is in a quiet, alert state

Dance with your baby

Talk and use facial expressions. Mimic their expressions

Sing along to music or sing to the baby

Touch or tickle your baby to promote bonding and social play

Smile - social interaction

Play with baby during bath time

Present a mirror during play

Introduce and read to them colorful board or fabric books

Let siblings play with the baby with supervision

Babble sounds with vowels and let the baby reciprocate

Continue action songs that incorporate lots of sounds or noises

Continue playing games like peek-a-boo

New activities

Introduce baby action songs or rhymes with clapping, wiggling, up and down movements/arm motions

Expose baby to various textures, movements, visual stimulation (no flashing lights for babies with diagnosed seizure

activity)

Begin introducing manipulatives such as large blocks, nesting cups, toys with buttons, pop-up toys, bath toys

Hide toys and let baby find them

Add games like patty cake
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Continue to make vowel (aa, ee, ii) and consonant (mm, bb) sounds, raspberries, and various tongue movements

with sounds.

A win-win situation; is if the baby can calm themselves down to sleep/self soothe

Toys: nesting cups, banging on pots and pans/plastic containers, textured toys

Key point: Stimulation in the sensory areas of touch, sight, smell, proprioception/joints, and vestibular/balance is essential, specifically

between 0-6 months
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7 months - 8 months
Maintain routines and family habits if possible

Play with your baby during bath time

Present a mirror during play

Introduce and read to them colorful board or fabric books

Let siblings play with the baby with supervision

Touch or tickle your baby to promote bonding and social play

Continue playing games like peek-a-boo

Introduce baby action songs or rhymes

Expose baby to various textures, movements, visual stimulation (no flashing lights for babies with diagnosed

seizure activity)

Begin introducing manipulatives, such as large blocks, nesting cups, toys with buttons, pop-up toys, bath toys

Hide toys and let baby find them

Continue to make vowel sounds, raspberries, and various tongue movements with sounds.

New activities

When you read, let baby turn the pages

Call baby by their name as much as possible

Babble with consonant sounds or short syllables as baby initiates (dadada, mamama)

Play tickle games

Make gestures such as waving, pointing accompanied with words

Call out different objects and people in the room

Demonstrate actions such as banging toys together and play dropping toys into a container

Talk to the baby when you do things for them or doing an activity
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9 months - 10 months
Maintain routines and family habits if possible

Continue to introduce manipulatives, such as large blocks, nesting cups, toys with buttons, pop-up toys, and bath toys.

Hide toys and let baby find them

Continue to make vowel sounds, raspberries, and various tongue movements with sounds.

When you read, let the baby turn the pages.

Babble with consonant sounds or short syllables as baby initiates

Make gestures such as waving, and pointing accompanied with words

Call out/name different objects and people in the room

Talk to the baby when you do things for them or when you are doing an activity

Play with the baby by dropping toys into a container or on the floor

New activities

Point to pictures when reading

Name common household items

Call by name and begin to give simple commands such as “give me.”

Let them try to help during dressing tasks, such as allowing them to hold their arms in preparation for putting on a t-shirt.

Introduce various sounds, e.g... animal sounds, train sounds

Action songs that require attention, set limits, engage with the caregiver, reinforce a schedule, and help the baby learn language

Increase cause and effect toy

Understand your baby if they get clingy when they separate from you

Start phasing out the pacifier at this time so that the baby no longer uses it at the end of 12 months. Not constantly using a

pacifier will help accelerate speech development.
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11 months - 12 months

Maintain routines and family habits if possible

Continue to introduce manipulatives, such as large blocks, nesting cups, toys with buttons, pop-up toys, and bath toys.

Hide and seek with toys

Talk to the baby when you do things for them or do an activity.

When you read, let the baby turn the pages and wait for them to look at or point to pictures you call out or

name.

Action songs that introduce greetings, body parts/awareness, directions (up-down, side to side), and foster

following directions

Crack jokes or be silly to make the baby laugh

Hide objects while they are watching

Continue to phase out the pacifier if that is still in the picture

Toys: bath toys, 1-3 shape puzzles, soft balls for throw and catch, push and pull toys, shape sorter

Activities of Daily Living skills: encourage them to pull off socks or hat

New Activities

Continue to add gestures, e.g., no, yes

Talk to your baby and use different intonation/tones

Recognize that the baby might have a favorite toy - honor that.

Use distraction when your baby is not complying with requests

Name common household objects

Name body parts and point, giving the baby a chance to imitate or point
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Point and name new objects or things when outside the home

Engage baby in taking things out of a container and putting them back in

Pretend to play with baby, e.g., flying like a bird, being a train

Keep talking and begin to ask “where is your toy?” questions

Playtoy percussion instruments together, e.g., drums, xylophone, tambourines, maracas, piano

Introduce pinwheels, blowing and popping bubbles, kazoo

Action songs that address large and small movements, using tools, getting dressed, types of foods

Activities of Daily Living skills: encourage your baby to put arms in sleeves and legs in pant legs actively
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